
INTEGRALIS®

A light for a safe environment
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the necessary energy level active on 
pathogenic micro-organisms

J/cm2 
ANTIMICROBIAL ENERGY DOSE 
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 time available to emit the antimicrobial 
effect on pathogenic micro-organisms

t(s)
TIME

2
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INTEGRALIS® combines sanitizing efficacy with luminous 
performance and design beauty.

INTEGRALIS® also integrates itself in both the environments 
and moments of life by interpreting the rhythms and needs of 
humankind.

INTEGRALIS® was born from Artemide’s scientific and 
technological research and humanistic and social vision.

INTEGRALIS® is an innovative and a sustainable light platform 
aimed at a conscious and responsible use towards the environment.

INTEGRALIS® works on the concept of “dose”.

It infact adapts the intensity of the antimicrobial action 
according to the rhythm of permanence and absence of 
people in the spaces.

INTEGRALIS® works on the concept of “time”.

A punctual “intermittent” sanitization is activated and 
deactivated through presence sensors, acting with 
greater intensity and in less time only in people absence 
in order to guarantee the safety and the sanitization of 
the space for each user.

In the same space is also possible to opt for a non-
offensive emission acting as a antimicrobial growth 
containment thanks to the special spectral component 
of the patented INTEGRALIS® technology. 

This approach offers a perfect functional white light 
which, at the same time, is active against bacteria.

This innovative technology is combined with the quality, 
expressiveness and beauty of Artemide design.

INTEGRALIS® is integrated into numerous products of 
the Artemide collection allowing to improve the safety 
and environmental quality of human life in different 
context. 

INTEGRALIS® is transversal in applications.
It creates a light landscape for both personal and 
collective, public and private environments supporting 
the human activities following the various permanences  
of people.

HOSPITALITY

HEALTH & HOSPITALS

WORKPLACES & EDUCATION

WELLNESS

RETAIL

SPORT

CONNECTIVITY 

TRANSPORTATION

INTEGRALIS® is a project that associates and integrates 
the visible and invisible spectral range in an innovative 
formula capable of regenerating the environmental 
qualities of the space.

INTEGRALIS® is the combination of light emission 
spectra able to enhance the efficacy of the sanitizing 
action.

INTEGRALIS® is a light that can act against pathogenic 
micro-organisms in the environment by just illuminating 
them.

The INTEGRALIS® selected frequencies of visible light 
inhibit the development and growth of bacteria, fungi 
and mold. 

The selected frequencies of invisible UV light act on 
pathogenic micro-organisms, including viruses.

INTEGRALIS® performs in full respect of people’s safety 
and without causing damage to the materials normally 
present in the space, thanks to the intelligences it 
incorporates.

Artemide App enables everybody to have an intelligent 
management of INTEGRALIS® and allows a personal 
interaction in private and collective spaces.

INTEGRALIS® is a range of 5 lighting solutions that helps 
humans to live together more safely, while protecting 
their health.

PURE INTEGRALIS

WHITE-VIOLET INTEGRALIS

WHITE INTEGRALIS

VIOLET INTEGRALIS

UVC + INTEGRALIS

PURE INTEGRALIS
WHITE-VIOLET INTEGRALIS

WHITE INTEGRALIS
VIOLET INTEGRALIS
UVC + INTEGRALIS

AN UNIVERSAL LIGHT TO STAY SAFE TOGETHER 

02 
INTEGRALIS® follows the rhythm 
of human presence in spaces

03 
INTEGRALIS® is sustainable design

01 
INTEGRALIS® is sanitizing light 

04 
INTEGRALIS® is an open platform

INTEGRALIS® 



INTEGRALIS®

A light for a safe environment
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Discover INTEGRALIS® collection on artemide.com


